
 The equationsofstate
D the idealgas lawoften used to describe thegases in our

atmosphere

PV nR T

p pressure v volume n number of kilomoles
of gasRt universal gas constant8314 5 J K knot

T temperature works to 799 accuracy inthe atmosphere
the form ofthe idealgas law that we will use accountsfor the different chemicals that exist in our atmosphere
We assume that the atmos is a mix of k numberofgases

n IE ni

ni is the molas fraction
fi hi fi 1

the total mass of the system is
M It ni mi mi molar mass kgkmolor atomic mass

Make the idealgas law based on intensive variables
PV nR T

a
which leads to

pd RT X MI specific volume
or p SRT a f

f density

R gas constant
R is not a universal constant It depends on the

specific mix ofgases



6 t g
R RE mi is the mean molar mass of a mixofgases
m I Ie ni mi LD

Dalton's law ofpartialpressures Petty
The total pressureexerted by a mix ofgasesis equal to the sum of the partial pressures thatis exerted by each constituent alone if thegasfilled the entire volume at the T ofthe mixture

p It Pi Pi is the partial
pressure

the partialpressure obey the idealgas law independently
Pi fi Rit Ri Em

Ideal gas law eqn ofstate fordry air
From the last lecture we have
N2 78 ofvolume composition
02 2 190

Ma 1184728.013 0 2095931 999 Eg s
mildss Em E fi mi
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Gas constant for dry air Rd REI 287 J kg k

Dry air eqn ofstate Pa fdRdT
to a gooppfat.comexplain the state

of air in the atm

the equation ofstate of water vapor
we can useDalton's law to obtain an idealgaslaw for water vapor

Pr e watervaporpartial pressure



fr absolute humidity
The idealgas law for water vapor

eff Ru RI mu molarmass
OfH2O18 016
kgKonoeRu 461 5 Jkg K

Approx the atmosphericpressure is written as

P Pd te f fat fr
p fard PuRu T

Water vapor is treated separately b c it can change
phase

2 Equation ofstateof seawater
No simpleeqn for it exists
Seawater is a comb of H2Oand salts
It is a liquid


